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01) Do not put any bait in the water at all until the start time of the match.  All lines out of the water at the 

end of the match ready for weigh in. 

 

02) Two keepnets to be used 1x Carp, 1x silvers (Carp allowed in keepnets only in matches only) 

   

03) You must not move from peg to peg to fish, once you draw a peg you must stay on that peg for the 

duration of the match. 

 

04) Any angler that gets off their peg to wander around (without justification) during a match will be 

disqualified from the match.  (Don’t leave bait in the water unattended). 

 

05) One line ONLY allowed at any one time in the water, using multiple rods will get you disqualified. 

(You can set up as many rods/poles as you need though). 

 

08) Barbless hooks only, anyone caught using micro barb / barbed hooks will be disqualified. 

 

09) Be respectful to your neighbour angler[s].  Don’t be loud. 

 

10) No unfair methods to catch fish e.g. spinner, live baiting / bloodworm. 

 

11) If the end of match has been called and you are playing a fish you MUST shout ‘FISH ON’ and you will 

have 10 mins to land it otherwise it won’t count. 

 

12) Only certain pegs will be island chuck pegs, you will be told on the draw if it’s an island peg. 

 

 

13) All litter to be taken home after the match. 

 

14) Only certain pegs will be able to throw a feeder to the island.  These pegs will be outlined on the 

match draw sheet and you will be told upon peg draw if it’s an island peg. 

 

15) No seat boxes are allowed in the water.  They must be on a peg. 

 

 

16) Final results will go by weight for first, second and third place for winnings. Do not tip your fish back 

until they have been weighed. (Keep your keepnet in until someone has been around to weigh). 

 

Match Pegs - 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 

Island Chuck Pegs - 3, 5, 15, 18, 21, 23 

Spare Pegs - 1, 11, 12, 25, 26 
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Match Rules 

1. Members submitting their name for pre-booked away matches must pay for their place, 

whether or not they attend the match. 

 

Match Rules (Stephensons Lake, Match Lake) 

1. On “evening match days” the pond is to be vacated by anglers no less than two hours prior 

to a match start time. (Unless on pegs 1, 10 / 11 / 25 / 26). 

2. Any angler who wanders around (without justification) during a match may be disqualified 

from the match.  The match secretary will decide with full backing of the committee as to 

the cause or reason. 

3. Any members wanting to spectate at a match must not stand over a member (sky lining) 

while that member is fishing the competition. 

4. On match days some pegs will be reserved for members or day ticket holders wishing to 

fish Stephensons lake during the match.  

5. No bloodworm allowed. 
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